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LAW TEACHERS' CURRICULUM DEVELOPMENT WORKSHOP ON PEACE & CONFLICT TRANSFORMATION
YPPCT LAW STUDENTS TRAINING ON PEACE AND CONFLICT TRANSFORMATION @ POLAC, CALIPHATE & BUK LAW CLINIC TRAINED ON PEACE & CONFLICT TRANSFORMATION
YPPCT LAW STUDENTS TRAINING ON PEACE AND CONFLICT TRANSFORMATION AT NILE & KSU LAW CLINIC TRAINED ON PEACE & CONFLICT TRANSFORMATION
KSU LAW STUDENTS TRAINING ON PEACE AND CONFLICT TRANSFORMATION FOR PARTICIPANTS@ OLS, MATER MISERICORDIA AND BEDROCK IN'TL KOGI STATE
NILE LAW CLINIC TRAINING ON PEACE AND CONFLICT TRANSFORMATION FOR PARTICIPANTS AT FUNTAJ IN'TL & NOBLE HALL LEADERSHIP ACADEMY ABUJA
CALIPHATE LAW CLINIC TRAINING ON PEACE AND CONFLICT TRANSFORMATION FOR PARTICIPANTS FROM USMANU DANFODIYO UNIVERSITY, GSC & GOV. DAY SEC. SCH, SOKOTO STATE
SECONDARY SCHOOL PARTICIPANTS FROM USMANU DANFODIYO UNIVERSITY, GSC & GOV. DAY SEC. SCH, SOKOTO STATE. PRESENTED TALK SHOW, DEBATE & SENSITIZATION
POLAC LAW CLINIC TRAINING ON PEACE AND CONFLICT TRANSFORMATION FOR PARTICIPANTS FROM FOUNTIN ACADEMY, GSS GANO & KUST WUDIL, KANO STATE
SECONDARY SCHOOL PARTICIPANTS FROM FOUNTAIN ACADEMY, GSS GANO & KUST WUDIL, KANO STATE PRESENTED PEACE DRAMA, TALK SHOW AND TRAINING
BUK LAW CLINIC TRAINING ON PEACE AND CONFLICT TRANSFORMATION FOR PARTICIPANTS FROM BUK STAFF, GSS & AL-AZHAR SECONDARY SCHOOL KANO STATE
SECONDARY SCHOOL PARTICIPANTS FROM BUK STAFF, GSS & AL-AZHAR SECONDARY SCHOOL, KANO STATE PRESENTED A TALK SHOW, SENSITIZATION & DEBATE
I am a peace builder when I respect people's peace in community, family and among friends.
SECONDARY SCHOOL PARTICIPANTS FROM OLS, MATER MISERICORDIA AND BEDROCK IN’TL, KOGI STATE PRESENTED PEACE GAME, SONG, DRAMA, TALK SHOW
Respect is Reciprocal
SECONDARY SCHOOL PARTICIPANTS FROM FEDERAL GOVERNMENT COLLEGE, GOVERNMENT DAY SECONDARY SCHOOL AND BRIGHT WAY ACADEMY, PEACE CLUBS